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Part I.  Listening 

Task 1. Listen to some calls from a radio show.   Read the statements (1 – 6) and decide if the 

statements agree with the information you hear (TRUE), contradict the information you hear 

(FALSE), or if there is no information on this (NOT STATED). For questions 1 – 6, circle your answer 

in the answer sheet. You will hear the recording twice. 

1. It’s morning time in Montevideo at the time of 

the call. 

TRUE FALSE NOT  STATED 

2. Arturo is working in Thailand this month. TRUE FALSE NOT  STATED 

3. In Thailand it is very offensive to touch 

someone’s head.    

TRUE FALSE NOT  STATED 

4. Pronunciation is crucial when greeting Thai 

people.          

TRUE FALSE NOT  STATED 

5. Hiroku has never been to Dubai before. TRUE FALSE NOT  STATED 

6. Like in Saudi Arabia, in Dubai you can’t drive 

anywhere if you are a female travelling alone. 

TRUE FALSE NOT  STATED 

(Total 6 marks) 

Task 2. You  will hear an interview with a travel writer, Amy McCarthy, about her first experience of 
travelling abroad. For sentences 7 - 10, choose the best answer, A, B or C. For questions 7 – 10, 
circle your answer in the answer sheet. You will hear the interview twice. 

 
7. Why did Amy want to go 

abroad? 

A. She wanted to find a job in another country. 

B. Her friends had invited her to go with them. 

C. She felt she was good at learning languages.  

8. Amy and her friends 

decided to go to Ibiza 

because… 

A. ..it was cheaper than similar destinations. 

B. .. there were lots of things to do there. 

C. ..none of them had been there before 

9. When she was at the 

airport, Amy felt… 

A. …glad she had taken sandwiches with her. 

B. …worried that she might miss her plane. 

C. …annoyed that she had spent so much.. 

10.  What annoyed Amy most? A. A few situations when Carla couldn’t get inside the flat.  

B. The fact that Carla tended to make a mess. 

C. Missing her family.  

(Total 4 marks)              
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Part II. Reading 

Task 1. Match the headings A-G to the paragraphs 1-6. For questions 1 – 6, write the correct letter 

(A –G) in the answer sheet. There is one example. Be careful!  There is one extra heading. 

A. Not for children 

B. Benefits for poor countries 

C. Illegal and unsafe 

D. Small size - great role 

E. One is not enough 

F. Don't speak - text 

G. Spreading wider - weighing lighter 

H. One device - many functions 

 

0.  
__H__ 

 A mobile phone (also known as a cell phone) is a device that can make and receive 

telephone calls while moving around. It does so by connecting to a cellular network 

provided by a mobile phone operator, allowing access to the public telephone network. In 

addition to telephony, modem mobile phones also support a wide variety of other services 

such as text messaging, MMS, email, Internet access, Bluetooth, business applications, 

gaming and photography. 

 
1. 
______ 

The first hand-held mobile phone was demonstrated by Dr. Martin Cooper ol Motorola in 

1973, using a handset weighing around 1 kg. In 1983, the first commercial cell phone was 

released. In the twenty years from 1990 to 2010, worldwide mobile phone subscriptions 

grew from 12.4 million to over 4.6 billion. It got to the developing countries and reached 

the poorest citizens. The devices themselves have also become smaller and much lighter. 

 
2. 
______ 

 The most commonly used data application on mobile phones is SMS text messaging. The 

first SMS text message was sent from a computer to a mobile phone in 1992 in the UK, 

while the first person-to-person SMS from phone to phone was sent in Finland in 

1993.The first mobile news service, delivered via SMS, was launched in Finland in 2000. 

Mobile news services are expanding with many organizations providing «оn-demand» 

news services by SMS. 

 
3. 
_______ 

 Mobile phones need a small microchip called a Subscriber Identity Module, or SIM card, 

to function. The SIM card is approximately the size of a small postage stamp and is 

usually placed underneath the battery in the rear of the unit. The SIM card does not only 

store data like telephone numbers but also allows users to change phones by simply 

removing the SIM card from one mobile phone and inserting it into another mobile phone 

or broadband telephony device. 

 
4. 
______ 

Mobile phones are used for keeping in touch with family members, conducting business, 

and having access to a telephone in an emergency. Some people carry more than one cell 

phone for different purposes, such as for business and personal use. Multiple SIM cards 

may also be used to take advantage of the benefits of different calling plans - a particular 

plan might provide cheaper local calls, long-distance calls, international calls, or roaming. 
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5. 
_______ 

 Mobile phones have spread more quickly than any other technology and can improve the 

life of the poorest people in developing countries. They provide access to information in 

places where landlines or the Internet are not available. In Africa, people travel from 

village to village to let friends and relatives know about weddings and births. They need 

not do this if the villages are within coverage. Mobile phones are recharged using a solar 

panel or motorcycle battery. 

 
6. 
_______ 

 Mobile phone use while driving is common but dangerous, as it increases the risk of 

accident. Many countries prohibit it. Some schools also limit or restrict the use of mobile 

phones because cell phones are used for cheating on tests, harassment and bullying, 

causing threats to the school's security. Many mobile phones are banned in school locker 

room facilities, public restrooms and swimming pools due to the built-in cameras that 

most phones now have. 

 (Total 6 marks) 

 

Task 2. Read an extract from a novel. For questions 7 - 12, choose the answer (A, B, C or D) which 

fits best according to the text. Mark your answer in the answer sheet.  
 

The flight is busy and the last few passengers to board are searching for places to stow their 

hand luggage. The Asian woman in the seat next to me is in her late twenties, probably 

travelling on business. I am wondering if I should talk to her when the man in the window 

seat shows up and we have to let him in. She settles back in the middle seat. When I try to 

strap myself back in I find she’s picked up the buckle of my belt by accident and we look at 

each other and laugh. 

 ‘What have you been doing in Bangalore?’ I ask. 

 ‘My office is there. It’s where I’m based.’ I notice that she has a North American accent. 

She tells me she works for a multinational company that makes clothing and that she is on 

her way to Thailand. She has to visit a couple of factories and meet with some other people 

from the company. She’s also trying to complete her PhD thesis, which is on a laptop she has 

under the seat in front of her. While she’s talking she puts her passport away in her bag and I 

see she’s Canadian. 

She asks me what I do and I tell her. Then I ask her some more about her job and she tells 

me about that. By this time we are in the air and climbing towards our cruising altitude. The 

cabin is quiet, lights still dimmed, just the gentle sound of the air conditioning and the 

murmur of conversations. The flight to Singapore is three and a half hours. I can’t decide 

whether to attempt sleep. It is nearly midnight and it hardly seems worth it. The man in the 

window seat has put on eye-shades and has an inflated pillow around his neck. He has 

slipped down in the seat with his head lolling to one side, his blanket pulled up to his chest. 

The woman shows no inclination to sleep so I ask her where she grew up. 

She tells me her father is a medical doctor and that he went to Canada before she was born. 

They spent a few years in Montreal but most of the time she lived in Saskatchewan. ‘It was 

OK,’ she says. ‘There are things happening there, it’s not as dull as you might think.’ She 

tells me sometimes in the winter it would get down to minus sixty. ‘Really it was minus 

thirty,’ she says. ‘But the wind chill factor made it feel like minus sixty. I remember them 

saying on the weather forecast “human flesh will freeze in 1.4 seconds.” Things like that.’ 

 ‘I’ve never been anywhere that cold,’ I say. 
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 ‘Somehow it didn’t feel that bad,’ she says. ‘It was like a dry cold. When the sun was 

shining it didn’t seem that cold. It makes your skin kind of tingle. We used to play out in it. 

You can get seriously cold and not realise it. When you’re back indoors your face and hands 

ache as the blood comes back. I suppose that is how polar explorers end up losing toes. They 

don’t realise how cold they are.’ 

 ‘I suppose so,’ I say. There’s a pause in the conversation and I wonder what to say next. 

 ‘I guess you get the other extreme living in India.’ 

 ‘Bangalore is fine,’ she says, ‘though we need rain. The drought is very bad in south India 

right now.’ 

The woman asks me how I got into my present job and I tell her a bit about my life. At least I 

tell her the story which over time has fashioned itself into what I call my life. It’s not that 

I’m being deliberately secretive or deceitful. I just don’t know how to talk about what really 

happened. 

 

 
 7.  What do we find out about the 

woman in the first paragraph? 

A. She is annoyed at having to change seats with 

another passenger 

B. She finds a mistake she makes amusing. 

C.  She wants to get on with her work during the flight. 

D. She has difficulty finding room for items she brought 

on board. 

8.  What does the woman say at 

the beginning of the 

conversation? 

A. She has Canadian nationality. 

B. She usually works in Thailand. 

C. She is currently both studying and working. 

D. She is going to work for a different employer. 

9.  Why does the writer stay 

awake throughout the flight? 

A. There is a lot of mechanical noise on the plane. 

B.  Nobody else on board seems to want to sleep. 

C. Some of the passengers are talking loudly. 

D. He would not be able to sleep very long. 

10. The woman talks about 

temperatures in Canada to 

show  that … 

A. …it could sometimes be extremely cold in Montreal. 

B. …India is a more pleasant country to live in than 

Canada. 

C. …the place where she grew up could be interesting. 

D. …in Saskatchewan children had to stay at home all 

winter.  

11. What does ‘that’ refer to in  

the sentence ‘I suppose that is 

how polar explorers end up 

losing toes ‘? 

A. failing to notice how cold some parts of the body 

really are. 

B. wearing clothes that do not cover the skin in very cold 

weather. 

C. playing games outside in extremely low temperatures.  

D. going into a warm place straight from somewhere 

much colder 

12. The writer mentions the 

weather in India because… 

A. …he realises the woman wants to change the subject. 

B. …he wants to keep the conversation going. 

C.  …he finds the weather an interesting topic to discuss. 

D. …he had wanted to ask the woman about it while she 

was talking. 

 

(Total 6 marks) 
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Part III. Use of English 

Task 1. Read the text. For gaps 1 - 7 choose the correct option A- D. For questions 1 - 7, mark A, B, 

C or D in the answer sheet.  

 

RIGHT ON TIME 

Everyone knows that different cultures have different ideas about punctuality. But one 

country—Ecuador—is trying something new. A group called Citizens’ Participation has 

found that being 1)______ costs the country about $724 million each year. They report that 

more than half of all public 2)_____, as well as many government appointments and social 

activities, begin late. The group is trying to make people 3)_____of punctuality and is 

4)_____them to be on time. The government, including the Ecuadorian president, is 

supporting the effort.  

Hundreds of Ecuadorian organizations and companies have 5)____agreements to be on time. 

Posters have been put up that remind people: “If you’re late, someone else is waiting.” One 

newspaper prints a list of government 6)______who arrive to events late.  

The 7)______has generally been well-received by the Ecuadorian people, and it seems to be 

working. Many businesses have reported that more meetings are now beginning on time. 

 

1. A   late B   lately C   recently D   fast 
2. A   displays B   shows C   events D   figures 

3. A   ahead                 B   afraid         C   aware D   holiday 
4. A   remembering             B   reminding C   recording                          D   redirecting 
5. A   signed B   sighed                         C   saw                  D   saved 
6. A   officials B   offices                   C   services                              D   men 
7. A   company                      B   campaign C   component                      D   compromise 
 

(Total 7 marks) 

Task 2. Use the right forms of the words to fill in the gaps in the texts. For questions  8 - 15, write 

the correct word in the answer sheet. 

The truth behind body language 

 

Non-verbal actions can send different - and more genuine – messages than words, discovers 

Karen Haineworth 

 

Words convey the messages that we want others to hear, but our bodies may tell a 8) 
____________________ (DIFFER) story. Whether we express our problems to our colleagues with 

a hunched back and sad, downcast eyes, or our enthusiasm for life with a 9) _______________ 
(CHEER) spring in our step, our bodies are constantly sending out messages. And 
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understanding these clues that we 10) _____________________ (AVOID) offer each other is an 

essential part of effective communication. 

'People vary 11) __________________ (NORM) in their ability to detect non-verbal cues,' says 

Dr Peter Bull, psychologist at the University of York. 'Those who tend to be good at 12) 
________________________ (DETECT) emotions and getting the timing right when raising tricky 

subjects are usually picking up others' moods through these 13) _________________ (VERBAL) 
clues,' he says. 'But it's important to be emotionally intelligent when dealing with the real 

messages that are coming through. There's little point in being a 14) _______________ (SKILL) 

decoder of subtle signals if your colleagues' more genuine emotions overwhelm you with 

anxiety, 15) _______________ (ANGRY) or irritation.' 
(Total 16 marks) 

Task 3. Read the article about a shop that doesn’t provide packaging. Use the word at the end of the lines 

to form a word that fits in the space in each line. For questions 16 – 20, write your answers in the answer 

sheet. 

If you ever catch yourself looking at the kitchen bin 16)______________ , 

with  its huge pile of plastic packets, cardboard containers and wrappers, you 

might be interested to know there's a whole 17)_____________ that aims to 

go one better than even recycling: precycling, or cutting out 18) _________ 

in the first place. 

Among those at the forefront of this consumer revolution is Unpackaged, a 

first-of-its-kind shop that avoids all packaging and invites you to provide 

your own containers to stock up on essentials such as flour, cereals, nuts, 

pasta, rice and lentils. Bring bottles for oils, apple juice, and even wine. 

Simply weigh your container when you arrive so it can be deducted from the 

overall 19)_____________ and then get filling. Not only will you save 

money, but by foregoing packaging you'll reduce the amount of material 

waste being either sent to landfills or incinerated. 

In its large store in Hackney, East London, Unpackaged offers a wide range 

of products, as well as a bar and café, run by Kate de Syllas, a well-known 

local chef. It was 20)_____________ by Catherine Conway, who got the 

idea while pouring rice from a plastic packet into a jar at home. She started 

out doing market stalls specializing in eco products and a small range of 

wholefoods and nuts. 'I wanted to see how people reacted. Would they bring 

their own containers and refill?' Conway says. 'It did really well and we 

ended up with two market stalls” 

GUILT 
 

 MOVE 
PACK 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
WEIGH 

 
 
 
 
          FOUND 

 (Total 10 marks)  
 

 

Task 4. Read an extract from the article about Juan Mann. Complete the gaps 21 - 25 with one 

word that fits the gap. For questions 21 – 25, write your answer in the answer sheet.  

House-sitters 

 

Nowadays (0) THERE are far too many stories of homeowners who have been away on 

holiday and come home to find that their house has been broken (21) _______Unfortunately, 

simply locking the doors and cancelling the newspapers is not enough to keep out burglars. 
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A much better way to prevent your home from (22) __________ burgled is to employ a 

professional house-sitter, either through an agency (23) __________by placing an 

advertisement in a magazine. House-sitters are paid a daily rate of around  20 Euros, 

including a food allowance, to live in a house while the owners are away. An extra charge is 

made if the house-sitter is required to (24) __________ care of one or more pets. Agencies, 

which charge a considerable fee for their services, accept full responsibility for anything 

which might go wrong. House-sitters are therefore chosen very carefully; as (25) 

__________as the usual interview and personal references, inquiries are made about any 

previous criminal convictions. 
 (Total 10 marks) 

 

Part IV. Cultural Knowledge 

Task 1. Read the questions 1 - 5. Choose the correct answer A-C. For questions 1 – 5, mark A, B or C 

in the answer sheet. 

1)   Which band was John Lennon a member of in the 
1960s? 
 

A.    The Beatles 
B.    The Police 
C.     The Rolling Stones 

2)   Which of these English writers created the 
character of Oliver Twist? 
 

A. Jane Austen 
B. Daphne du Maurier 
C. Charles Dickens 

 
3)   I became a hero after my death at the Battle of 
Trafalgar fighting the French. Who am I? 
 

A. Napoleon 
B. Horatio Nelson 
C. the Duke of Wellington 
 

4)  The fictional spy James Bond belongs to which 
organization? 
 

A. MI6 
B. CIA 
C. KGB 
 

5)  Who is the patron saint of England? 
 

A. St. Patrick 
B. St. Andrew 
C. St. George 
 

(Total 5 marks) 

 

 


